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About This Game

Suit up, boys! The battleground is open and danger has never been more real. Enemies lurk at every turn, their trigger fingers
just itching for the opportunity to take you out. Once the mask drops, be ready to pull the trigger.

Masked Shooters 2 puts you on the front line of a dangerous gunfight that can only end in victory or defeat; there will be no
white flags to wave. As a covert ops soldier, you have access to advanced weapons that will blow your enemies away, if you

know how to use them. From a pistol and sniper rifle to a grenade launcher and RPG, your arsenal is packed for a maximum kill
rate, but it won’t be easy. Enemies have their own weaponry and your ammo is limited, so make every bullet count.

From detailed graphics to life-like sound, this first person shooter game has everything you need if you enjoy adrenaline
pumping, fast-paced gameplay. Choose to join a team or show off your sniping skills in free for all mode, where it’s you against
the world. You can play offline against pitiless AI soldiers or join a room online to play against others in real time for a true test

of your skill. There’s only one answer in Masked Shooters: it’s time to lock and load.

~~~~~ Features ~~~~~

• Action packed gameplay
• Realistic shooting mechanics

• Multiple weapons: Sniper, pistol, knife, grenade launcher, RPG, machine gun, grenades
• Play offline or online

• Brutal AI enemies for challenging offline play
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My friends and I play the sc2 version of this game pretty frequently so I had assumed that with more creative control this game
would be an improvement over that one. This game is listed as a work in progress and I would say that's very accurate. If you're
a fan of the sc2 version I would stick with that one for now.

A few suggestions:
- Better Tutorial - had I never played the sc2 version I would not have had a clue what was happening.
- Economic Improvements - Perhaps I missed something but the economic function of dumping additional resources seems to
be missing in this game, and is a core element of the other.
- Lack of unit\/race variation - Again, unless I really missed something there is 1 race and that's it.
- Clunky UI\/Graphics- My eyes were flying all over the place, couldn't make heads or tails of much to begin with based upon
the UI itself.
- "Go" Button - I really liked this feature, really speeds up gameplay. This would be really nice in the sc2 version where each
player might have the ability to "ready" up.

I'll keep an eye out for future updates, but for now this game is FAR from what I would personally consider a polished product..
Had a lot of fun with this! Just got a vive and this is one of the first games I got. Tons of fun playing with my girlfriend and the
multiplayer is definately done in a great way. Balance seems fine for the time I played (both the boss and the hero won and lost
some games). Great to pick up if looking for a cool experience in VR with friends. While yes, the game is buggy and full of
glitches, I was actually able to still enjoy the game and enjoy the time I've spent with it so far. Once they finish working out the
bugs, this will be a fantastic little gem that I hope doesn't stay hidden!

Critique Excerpt:

"The gameplay is pretty standard fare. You have a weapon and a secondary piece of equipment that can be cycled out. Your
weapons consist of a variety of ranged and hand-weapon attacks. And yes, this game DOES do a fair amount of platforming,
which is done for the most part rather well. In addition to that once you get past the tutorial levels you are introduced to the
Gnome\u2019s city which serves as a safe hub where you can speak with NPC\u2019s, explore shops and purchase equipment.
However, this game touts controller support and will push it in your face at every possible opportunity. Even to the point where
they have an NPC telling you about how the game supports controllers. I have no idea whether they were being serious or telling
a joke, but I thought it was funny as hell."

See my full critique here:
https:\/\/youtu.be\/9XO-HDKtvYA. Clever puzzle game with a great atmosphere and very polished.

9\/10. Yet another major screw-up from Dovetail. I was hoping this locomotive would be good, and the main reason I got it was
so I could have something to drive on the Norfolk Southern Coal District route that wasn't ANOTHER ES44AC and the Dash
9-40CW. Seriously, how many ES44ACs have we had in Train Sim over the years? It's like the Class 66 all over again.

But that's enough stalling. Now I should have a look at the Dash 8, and believe me. It's not good.

I'll start off by talking about the physics. When running light engine, the loco takes off like a rocket even when you put the
throttle in Notch 2. It reminds me of the Class 150\/1, prior to Dovetail releasing an update for it. I've seen many diesel
locomotives in my time, and even though they were all in New Zealand, I think I have some room to say that diesels don't
accelerate anywhere near as quickly as the NS Dash 8 in Train Sim. Coupling up to a big rake of loaded coal hoppers slows
down the acceleration rate, but perhaps a bit too slow. You have to put the throttle in Notch 5 or 6 just to get it moving. The
brakes are equally disappointing. Even when you apply the brakes to 26% on the F4 HUD, the brake pressure skyrockets to at
least 40%. Much like the NS ES44AC included with the Coal District route, and the CSX SD80MAC, the brakes on the Dash 8
take as much time to release as it takes for me to get a girlfriend. Yes, I went there. Don't judge me.
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In other words, the brakes on the Dash 8 take an insanely long time to release. For example - I am coasting along at 25 miles per
hour, and I see a warning for an upcoming 20 speed limit. I apply the brakes to say - 30 to 38% - and by the time the brakes are
fully released, I'm down to 18 miles per hour. I don't know whether or not the brakes on the real thing act like this, but they're
just far too slow for me. Again, it's the same situation on the NS ES44AC and CSX SD80MAC.

And what about the actual model. Much like the other trains that DTG makes, the model is actually very accurate to the real
thing. It captures the look of the real NS Dash 8-40C almost perfectly, although I do think the front of the loco looks a little out
of proportion.

The sounds are just as disappointing as the physics. The engine sounds are very similar to - if not, the same - as the ES44AC,
and the horn sounds exactly like the Southern Pacific C44-9W or Dash 9 from the Donner Pass route. I don't know of any other
locos that use the same horn. It's just a very generic horn sound that I wish DTG would stop using. Another problem I found was
in the flange squeal sounds. They are exactly the same as the sounds on the Class 395, Class 801, Kawasaki M8 and who knows
how many other trains. Basically I've heard these same flange squeal sounds a million times, and the fact that DTG keep using
those sounds show me that they are just lazy, and don't really have respect for the source material.

Lastly I'll talk about the locomotives features, or lack-there-of. Normally you press 'I' on the keyboard to turn on the instrument
lights, but on this loco, the key command doesn't work. You have to physically click and drag the switch, which isn't very easy
to find. Strangely, the usual 'pressing 'L' to turn on the cab light' works, so there is no excuse not to have the same for the
instrument lights. On quite a few U.S. diesels made by Dovetail (can't remember them all off the top of my head), you can
switch on the number-board lights and step lights. You can't do that with the Dash 8, nor can you switch on\/off the ditchlights
at will. They only come on when you sound the horn; there is no working switch that lets you turn them on\/off yourself. As
usual, the cab windows don't open, and neither to the doors. This is a common problem with DTG products that really ticks me
off, especially when there's quick a few trains from them where the windows do open (Class 377, UP Gas Turbine, BR 155 and
1938 tube stock spring to mind).

In conclusion, I think the Norfolk Southern Dash 8-40C add-on for Train Simulator was yet another cheaply-made\/rushed
product with little to no respect for the source material. I can-not recommend this locomotive at all, unless you are desperate for
more Norfolk Southern engines, like myself. My review of this loco has now concluded.
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In a sale I would get this otherwise I would leave it. I haven't played the mission and don't use the clothing but the building is
useful and allows you to get some other trade routes.. Lethal League meets Harry Potter.. An uglier version of a gun that's
infamously weak amongst the RER Raid mode elites. Not worth money and even if it was good it's 99 cents for something that
shouldn't be DLC.. It is buggy but an old precious jewel in my games collection.. Colorful fast-paced unforgiving action with
some pretty good electronic music. Cool stuff, give it a try.. This is one of, if not the most, underrated and overlooked games of
all time. With my almost 1000 hours on Steam, and more than 700 on GOG, i'm lost for words, as to why this isn't rated higher.

The greatest strength of Underrail perhaps, is the fantastic tactical combat and the vast myriad of different character builds
possible to tackle these challenges. With a vast amount of skills and feats to customize your character, each playthrough feels
different from the last. Judging from some of the reviews, the difficulty and learning curve may seem steep for some, but once
you get the hang of it, combat becomes a highly rewarding experience.

The second thing that keeps me coming back to this gem of a game is the setting. Though it may draw obvious inspiration from
such classics as Fallout and Metro, Underrail lends much more of its mysterious and horrific elements to HP. Lovecraft and the
fear of the unknown. From the fate of the surface world, to alien civilizations and incomprehensible, primordial entities lurking
far below.

Though the graphics may not seem impressive at first, they quickly grow on you, each settlement and area has a distinct style
and feel to it visually. The art direction itself is great and it shows throughout the game.

If you havn't already, there is no reason for you not to gives this game a chance. Considering the amount of content, the price is
extremely generous, and a new expansion is soon to be released as well. On a final note: After more than 1700 hours of
gameplay, i have not encountered A SINGLE bug. Never a crash nor a glitch. Not even a flicker in the graphics. Stygian
Software deserve a standing ovation for all of this.

Gameplay 10\/10

Story 9\/10

Setting \/ World building 10\/10

Graphics 8\/10 - Art direction 9\/10. I love this game! Have the Garden Rescue as well. Have almost 300 hrs on this one. Shoot
bugs out of the air with corn shooters, burn bugs with the flaming bell peppers and tons of other ingenious methods, all in order
to protect your Christmas trees! Easy and hard levels. It's cute and crazy for kids and adults. Good music too. Really hope that
they develop another version. Highly recommend for casual gaming.. i wish it was pepe the frog but it is just a porcupine. so for
that i give it a 7\/10

Beta 1 published!:
Finally the game is mostly complete. It can be played from beginning to end. There are a few things that will be added and
bugfixes, but were very nearly there. The game is a full game, now we only need to take it through 1-2 beta versions and the
game is fully done.. The Dope Game - Anniversary, Sale, And Giveaway:
Hey, dope fiends! Today the game is one year old and what a year it was. We got a lot of great feedback, added a bunch of stuff
including your ideas, started fleshing out designs for a possible sequel, and even started on localizations. The first of which is
Russian and is currently available.

To celebrate the anniversary we are offering the game at a 40% discount on Steam, Itch.io, Humble, and Indiegamestand.

http://store.steampowered.com/app/466800

Not only that but we are giving away 10 copies of the game. Want to take part in the anniversary giveaway? Come check out
this post: http://steamcommunity.com/groups/coaguco/discussions/4/1291817837615602142/

We also pushed out the version 3.3.8 update with the following changes:
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Changed: spacing on drug lists in inventory

Fixed: overlap on drug name spacing in Russian

Fixed: incorrect drug names for holiday modes

Hope to see your weird fanart soon!. LIMITED ITEMS to Decorate Profile!:

 Customize your account!

 Reflect your own STYLE!

 EXPAND your inventory with UNIQUE items!

Special prices for this week.
Hurry up!

*************************************************BUY NOW!
*************************************************
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*************************************************BUY NOW!
*************************************************. Game campaign is coming on 2nd of February.:
Big update had to be postponed for 2 days (31.01). Perks and levels are ready, but bosses don't want to behave well yet. It
doesn't make sense to make partial update again as we've already released 5 first levels for preview.

So DED will come back to have his revenge soon.
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. Record of Agarest War Mariage comes to Steam Early 2019!:
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The Hero who wields the Ciel Blade will save the world from destruction... We are excited to announce that Record of
Agarest™ War Mariage, originally released for the PSP™, will be arriving on Steam® early 2019! The Steam version will
also include English, Japanese, Simplified Chinese, and Traditional Chinese subtitles.

About the Game. My Brother Rabbit available this Fall!:

Add the game to your wishlist and stay updated!. The Giants wake up!:

Add the game to your wishlist and stay updated!. Penkura Patch 0.1.0.9.1:
For more information about the updates, progress and known bugs please join our Discord Community.

LINK ----> https://discord.gg/2ukYHQm

--------------------------------------------------------------
Patch 0.1.0.9.1
--------------------------------------------------------------

FIXED BUGS:

- The player cannot jump or crouch while Dialog with NPC is activated.

- Show FPS, V-Sync didn't update Main Menu icons, after reset.

- Split slider in Inventory didn't update.

--------------------------------------------------------------

IMPROVEMENTS:

- Unnecessary Cameras removed from the game, a minor increase in performance.
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- Escape won't open the main menu from Inventory/Log/Character View screen but just close inventory screen.

- Leave Button removed from Storage window. Escape Input is now used to leave Storage.

- Leave Button removed from MMC (Crafting Screen) Escape Input is now used to leave MMC.

- Leave Button removed from all computers screen. Escape Input is now used to leave their screen.

- Leave Button removed from CCC. Escape Input is now used to leave their screen.

- Camera placement adjusted for CCC, MMC and all interactive computers.

- CCC, MMC and all computers will now remember player Field of View when used.

- The bot can now use Escape Input to close Storage/Inventory/Log/Character View window.

- If a player has access, buildings windows can now be open.

- Text log will now inform player if his inventory is full while trying to pick up an item.

- Visual adjustments to Loading system.

- Empty Inventory slot now requires only one click to have an effect rather than two.

- RTS system will now support Edge Scrolling.

- RTS Camera center point is now visible to help with camera orientation.

- Added Player Camera X and Y Invert Options to the Main Menu Controls.

- Added RTS Camera X and Y Invert Options to the Main Menu Controls.

- Highlight and Interact function share same system, (Interact button will now always trigger)

- Calculation optimization for Nutrition, Energy, Health, Shield, Integrity (minor performance boost)

- Join Discord message added to the Game Menu.

--------------------------------------------------------------
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